Room 3
Music & Readings

9:15 Cora Taylor – Solo/Vocal
9:30 Preston & Adriynne Sparkman – Skit
9:45 Jaxon & Rylan – Novelty
10:00 Garrett Howe – Reading
10:15 Adriynne Sparkman – Piano
10:30 Kegan Shaw – Piano
10:45 Kelby Frownfelter – Reading
11:00 Tenlee Higgins – Reading
11:15 Jaxon Schwindt – Reading
11:30 Cami Milburn – Dance
11:45 Preston Sparkman – Public Speaking
12:00 Carrie Runkle – Public Speaking
12:15 SaKya Milburn – Public Speaking
12:30 Jenna Shaw – Piano

2020
Morton County Club Days
Rolla, Ks
Room 1
Project Talks & Sr Demos

8:30 Garrett Howe – PT
8:45 Mia Hinojosa – PT
9:00 Brynlee Williams – PT
9:15 Haddie Emmert/Savanah – PT
9:30 Dawn Runkle – PT
9:45 Aiden Link – PT
10:00
10:15 Eli Prieto – PT
10:30 Max Shrauner – PT
10:45 Adriynne Sparkman – PT
11:00 Cora Taylor – Demo
11:15 Carrie Runkle & Cap Lee – Demo
11:30 Preston Sparkman – Demo
11:45 SaKya Milburn – Demo
12:00 Alyssa Overpeck – Demo
12:15 Rylan Williams - Demo

Room 2
Jr & Intermediate Demos

8:30 Mia Hinojosa – Inter
8:45 Adriynne Sparkman – Inter
9:00 Garrett Howe – Inter
9:15 Cody Coen – Inter
9:30 Presley Aranda – Inter
9:45 Paisley Aranda – Jr
10:00 Georgia Shrauner – Inter
10:15 Kegan Shaw – Inter
10:30 Aiden Link – Jr
10:45 Max Shrauner – Jr
11:00 Adynn Milburn – Jr
11:15 Dawn Runkle – Inter
11:30 Tenlee Higgins – Jr
11:45 Ziva Herron – Jr
12:00 Jenna Shaw - Jr